Properties of exact hard-disk free volumes are determined by a combination of analytical and numerical technIques. Both the high-density fluid phase and the lower-density fluid phase are treated. These one particle free volumes are used to verify known thermodynamic information for hard disks and to calculate the shear ~odulus for the hard-disk solid phase. The free volumes are also compared to approximate free volume eslimates made from the known hard-disk entropy. The statistical distributions of free volume and free surface (perimeter of the free volume) are studied. The percolation transition, at which the free volume changes from extensive to intensive, is found to occur at about one-third pf the freezing density.
I. INTRODUCTION
About 40 years ago, the concept of "free volume" was introduced into the statistical mechanics of liquids. 1, 2 This free volume, the space available to a particle with its neighbors held fixed, was at first expected to play an important role in understanding fluid motion and structure, However, the semiquantitative theory of flu ids which now exists 3 is not based on these simple ideas but rather on the perturbation description of fluids based upon the geometrical structure of the hard-sphere fluid. This structure has in turn been well character ized as a result of molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo computer experiments. Nevertheless, the expectation that a free-volume approach will ultimately prove suc cessful is responsible for a continuing interest in free volumes, Recently, free-volume calculations using a relatively realistic soft potential have been carried ouC 4 The development of the Monte Carlo method led to the realization that, at least from a static, time-averaged viewpoint, a cell view of fluid structure is basically correct. 5 In the Monte Carlo simulations , it is usual, but not obligatory, to choose moving particles either sequentially or randomly, Another equally valid method is to move each particle several times before passing on to the nexL In such a case, the Monte Carlo chain samples single-particle" cells," the localized regions in space to which dense-fluid particles are confined by their neighbors, The independence of the Monte Carlo pressure and energy averages to the sampling scheme guarantees that these cell-like pressure and energy averages are numerically identical (within the statistical fluctuations) to averages with the more conventional se alThis work was performed under the auspices of the Depart ment of Energy under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48. blFulbright-Hayes Grantee, 1977 -1978 quential or random choices for moving particles. A second way of viewing the cell-like sampling was dis cu ssed at length in Ref, 5 : Let one of the partic Ie s in a classical many-body system have a much smaller mass than the rest. This light particle will then move much more rapidly than i.ts more-massive neighbors, and will sweep out a localized free volume, This free volume will be, on the average, identical to that deter mined by cell-like Monte Carlo sampling. Thus, the pressure and energy can be determined exactly by ap propriate averages of one-particle cell quantities. The relation of one-particle to many-particle theories of flu ids was foreshadowed by exact relations discovered in the 1960's.6,7 It was found that the exact many-body chemical potential could be determined from the small-r limit of the pair distribution function.
In this paper, we set out to characterize the free vol umes for hard disks (two-dimensional hard spheres) in a quantitative way. The two-dimensional problem can be analyzed more completely than the three-dimensional hard-sphere problem. In particular, the two-dimen sional free volumes can be studied over the entire range of densities. Our three-dimensional hard sphere results are restricted, by geometrical complications, to fluid states at, or very near, the freezing density. 8 The research discussed here has three goals:
(1) Relating thermodynamic information to free vol umes: Approximate cell theories suggest that free en ergy and entropy should give estimates of dense-fluid free volumes. We test such models for a case (hard disks) in which the underlying thermodynamic proper ties are well known.
(2) Determining the hard-disk shear modulus: The one-particle cell picture can be used in either the solid or the fluid phase. The equivalence of cell-like sam pling and the more conventional sequential or random methods allows us to calculate the hard-disk shear modulus by sampling one-particle cells in a system un dergoing shear.
(3) Understanding the transition of the free volume from a high-density intensive quantity to a low-density extensive quantity. There is an interesting connection between this free volume transition and the formation of critical-point clusters in a low-density gas.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II, we define and measure the hard-disk free volume as a function of density. We then discuss simple intuitive models relating free volumes to thermodynamic quanti ties and compare the Monte Carlo results to the model predictions. In Sec. III, we consider the connection be tween the free volumes in a sheared system and the shear modulus for hard disks. The shear moduli are compared to simple cell-model predictions. In Sec. IV, we discuss the free-volume transition, from inten sive to extensive, and compare the transition density found with related numerical work and with a simple in tuitive model for critical clustering.
II. FREE VOLUMES
Two different kinds of free volumes have been defined and used for hard particles. One of these is the space vi available throughout the system for a new particle. At high density, this free volume is the union of many "holes" distributed throughout the system. vI is exten sive at any density and it has been shown to give a direct measure of the constant-volume chemical potential rela tive to an ideal gas 6 ,7,9 JJ.e/l<T =In(V/vi).
(1)
Adams
9 has recently verified that this relation (1) pro vides a useful means of determining hard-sphere chemi cal potentials for denSities up to half the close-packed density,
If we ask, alternatively, how much space is available to a particle already existing in the system, the answer Vi is extensive only at low density (when most free vol umes span the entire volume available to the system). In the dense fluid, the free volume v f is localized-it is a single hole-to a region in the immediate neighborhood of the particle considered, It is evident that, at some density (determined precisely in Sec. IV), v f undergoes a transition, from intensive to extensive. 
p, V, N, k, and T are, respectively, pressure, volume, number of particles, Boltzmann's constant, and the ab solute temperature. (J is the particle diameter and D the number of dimensions (two for disks and three for spheres), vf is the free volume available to a particle the volume of the hole in which that particle is located. Sf is the surface area of that free volume (sf is the pe rimeter in the two-dimensional hard-disk case). The relation (2) is derived by calculating the collision rate for a light particle confined to v f and the contribution of such a particle to the momentum flux, Because classi cal particles make contributions to pressure and energy which are independent of mass, the light-particle con tribution can alternatively be calculated by working out an average, indicated by brackets <), over all particles in an ordinary system with identical particles. The pressure is related to free-volume properties by Eq. (2). It can also be measured (via computer experiments) from the collision rate or by application of the virial theorem. Such direct estimates agree well with theo retically based pressures from the known seven-term hard-disk virial series and with high-density extrapola tions of that series. 10-14
In addition to the exact relation (2) between (Sf/V f) and pressure, there are approximate models linking the two. In the cell model,15 the many-particle partition function is approximated by the Nth power of a one-par ticle partition function. The configurational part of that one-particle partition function is then calculated (in what is called the "unsmoothed" cell model) by working out v f for a lattice of perfectly ordered solid-phase particles. For disks, this lattice-based free volume shows a tran sition from intensive to extensive at one fourth the close-packed density. At that denSity, a disk can es cape from its localized cell by squeezing between two of its confining neighbors. Differentiation of the cell model free volume leads to an equation of state resem bling Eq. (2) above, but with 2D replaced by D. The fact that cell models do provide rough estimates of the pressure then suggests that the true <sf/v f ), worked out for fluid-phase configurations rather than for the ordered-lattice configuration, will be roughly twice the size of s/v f predicted by the cell model. Thus, we ex pect that the true free volumes are not only less regular than those of the ordered-lattice cell model, but also smaller in size, Cell model predictions of free ener gy16 and the melting transition17 have both proved to be surprisingly good.
Salsburg and his co-workers made a serious effort to improve upon the Simple ordered-lattice cell model by introducing a systematic series of corrections. These correction terms correspond to allowing the simulta neous motion of two, three, four, etc. particles in a lattice of otherwise perfectly ordered neighbors, These attempts to improve the simple cell picture 18 .l 9 appear to converge very slowly, particularly in two dimensions. More nearly accurate results, based on a self-consis tent distribution of particles in ordered cells, have pro vided excellent free energy estimates-in the solid phase-for both disks and spheres. 20 By following the geometric scheme outlined in Appen dix, we have computed exact perimeters and free vol umes for a series of hard-disk systems. Computer time limited the results to relatively small systems of 48 and 192 hard disks, Low-density comparisons of these small-system results with the exact Eq. (1) and the high-density comparison of 48-disk and I92-disk da ta at the same density suggest that the number depen dence of Sf and v f is small. As indicated in Appendix A, the free volumes for all N particles were analyzed after every ION Typical configurations illustrating the three regimes ap pear in Fig. 1 . Numerical results, for a wide range of densities, are given in Table I . These results show that (as we had anticipated") the fluid free volumes are smaller than the solid free volumes at the same density. This difference is caused by the relative packing ineffi ciency of the disordered and irregular fluid structure, Near the freezing density, there is an increase of about 20% in (v f) on going from the fluid to the solid phase.
The The table also contains a check of the exact relation between the excess chemical potential and In (Vi) [Eq. (1)]. So long as vI is in the low-density extensive re gime, the 48-disk results should be described by the re lation (3)
In the units of Table I, the volume per particle is (0.75)1/2 so that In(V) is 3.73. Table I confirms Eq. (3) for densities up to one fourth the close-packed density. Data for densities of 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 (all relative to close packing) are somewhat unreliable. This is be cause the region associated with the intensive-extensive transition, discussed in Sec. TV, involves treating free volumes which, due to the periodic boundaries, span the system horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. The many special cases which arise in this intermediate re gion cannot all be handled by the methods described in Appendix. Accordingly, our numerical data are based on only those few configurations generated before such an exceptional case arose.
The table also makes it possible to check the ordered lattice cell-model idea that the Nth root of the configura tional partition function corresponds to a single-particle Fig. 2 , the free-volume data are plotted as func tions of denSity. We have also included the estimates of the configurational partition functions Nth roots from the excess entropy and from the unsmoothed cell model. The figure illustrates a remarkably simple dependence of the dense-fluid free volumes on density. Both In{ v f) and (lwf) vary almost linearly with density. Ichimura, Ogita, and Ueda found similar results for soft-core dense-fluid configurations in three dimensions (4). The approximate cell model, on the other hand, predicts a more complicated density dependence.
At each density, the fluctuations in free volume and perimeter can be used to identify exponents in the prob ability densities (4) Meijering's work on the distribution of Voronoi-poly hedra volumes and surfaces 21 suggested that the expo nent y in Eq. (4) be chosen as 1 when x represents Vf' and 2 when x represents Sf in the probability density (4). Kiang 22 was able to verify such relations numerically, in both two and three dimensions, for random distribu tions of points.
The data gathered in the Monte Carlo runs suggest that the exponent ex in (4) is about 0.1 for v f and about 0.6 for Sf in the dense fluid. We have not tabu lated fluctuations in vf and Sf as functions of denSity be cause the precision of the data does not warrant. The data suggest that ex increases slightly with density but more extensive calculations on larger systems would be re quired to establish this. If the free volume distribution at fixed density were an exponential one (with 0' =0), then the difference between In( v f > and (lnvf) would be Euler's constant (0.577). The slightly smaller difference be tween the two Monte Carlo averages, 0.4 or so, corrB sponds to the small nonzero value of 0'.
III. ELASTIC CONSTANTS
The isothermal and adiabatic elastic constants can be derived from the partition function by differentiating twice with respect to the macroscopic thermodynamic strains. 23 The resulting ensemble averages involve the second derivative of the interparticle pair potential and the square of the first derivative. Because, for hard particles, both averages diverge, an alternative route to reach the elastic constants is desirable. Here we re late the hard-disk shear modulus to an averaged mo mentum transfer along the perimeter of the free volume, Consider a crystal with an imposed macroscopic shear strain E,.y. If the particles in the crystal aU interact with the same force law, then the contribution of every particle to the shear stress -PXY is independent of that particle's mass, The virial theorem expression for the shear stress (5) can be converted to an integral of sine cose around the free-volume perimeter V/NkT=~(J2(~f sinekcosekde/V f ) , (6) where e is measured counterclockwise relative to the x axis. The e integrations in Eq, (6) are carried out in a series of coordinate systems centered on the :3 to 6 disks which contribute to the free-volume boundary of the par ticle being considered.
For two-dimensional crystals with hexagonal sym metry, the linear shear modulus is independent of ori entation, For large strains, this symmetry is lost, Direct evaluation of the shear modulus, using (6) for relatively small strains, gives the shear-modulus estimates listed in Table II . Although the strains actu ally used in the Monte Carlo work may exceed the elas tic limits for an infinite hard-disk crystal, unsmoothed cell-model calculations suggest that these finite-strain results should lie within about a percent of the zero strain limit in which the linear moduli are defined, At strains somewhat smaller than those appearing in Table  II , the pressure fluctuations are so severe that even the sign of -.Dxy is uncertain. Our results, even at the large strains given in Table II , have uncertainties of several percent due to the relatively large statistical fluctuations in the Monte Carlo calculations, There are several ways to estimate the shear modulus theoretically, The unsmoothed cell-model approxima tion to the Helmholtz free energy can be used to derive an expression similar to Eq. (6), Just as in the hydro static case, the cell-model modulus is calculated by omitting the 2 appearing in the exact relation (6), We have evaluated the cell-model shear modulus numerical ly, by using the Monte Carlo program written for the hard-disk calculation, and making a shear-modulus cal culation before the particles undergo Monte Carlo dis placements. The cell-model shear modulus (see Table  II ) is much too large. In three dimensions, even larger disparities between the cell-model and exact thermal shear moduli have been found in calculations using the Lennard-Jones and exponential-six potentials. 23 TABLE II. Shear modulus 1] for hard disks from free volumes. In these Monte Carlo caleula tions, eaeh disk is confined to a cireular cell of diameter d. The macroscopic shear strain E xY =dujcly was imposed with periodic boundaries. The Monte Carlo data are uncertain within about 20%. Comparisons with three approximate theoretical shear-modulus estimates (see Sec. III) appear in the last four eolumns. The two "harmonic" columns list half the isothermal and isentropic bulk moduli, respectively. 14>. MC (192) iXMC ( We show cluster-size data from Monte CarLo caLculations (50 configurations at each density). The data have been adjusted by increasing the off set from the low-density limit [1-(l/S) by N / (N 1)] . The fit to the data shown in the figure is l/S = 28. 8 A second shear-modulus estimate can be based on the cell-cluster modification of the unsmoothed cell model. The cell-cluster theory computes formally exact cor rections to the cell-model free energy. These correc tions systematically account for particle correlations in clusters of two, three, etc. contiguous particles. De spite the fact that the three-particle cell-cluster cor rection is much larger than the already-large two-par ticle correction, the two corrections taken together pro duce a shear modulus in error by only 13%. This cell cluster theory prediction for the small-strain high-den sity shear modulus is equal to O. 494 times the un smoothed-cell-model prediction. Because the theoreti cal finite-strain and finite-density corrections are un known, we have used this same correction factor (0.494) to estimate"cell-cluster" shear moduli for Table II . A more reliable theoretical estimate could probably be ob tained by extending Barker and Gladney's work 2o on the hard-disk pressure and free energy to the shear modu lus.
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A third shear-modulus estimate can be obtained by considering two-dimensional crystals in which the in teractions are purely harmoniC, and between nearest neighbors only. Then the shear modulus is equal to half the bulk modulus. Because the isothermal and isentropiC bulk moduli for hard disks differ by about a factor of 3 (see Table II ), this relation does not provide a precise estimate of the shear modulus. The Monte Carlo shear modulus lies closer to half the isothermal bulk modulus.
The Monte Carlo shear-modulus values make it pos sible to compute Poisson's ratio for hard disks, the ra tio of transverse expansion to longitudinal compression at constant pressure. In two dimensions, the maximum value of Poisson's ratio [(A/(A+ 211) in terms of the Lame constants] is unity, the value for an incompressible ma terial; if the forces are harmonic, then this ratio is one third. For hard disks, the relatively great heating as sociated with isentropic compression gives a much larg er Poisson's ratio than that found for isothermal com preSSion.
IV. THE PHYSICAL-CLUSTER TRANSITION FOR HARD DISKS
In the low-density case, it is natural to consider the hard-disk system as being composed of clusters. A "cluster" of disks consists of j contiguous particles, each lying within a distance 2(1 (two hard-disk diame ters) of at least one other disk in the cluster, and ar ranged in such a way that a continuous path can be traced between any pair of disks in the cluster, with no disk-to-disk gaps in the path larger than 2(1.
At low enough density, it is possible to calculate the partition functions for clusters of 1,2,3, etc. disks, and, USing the grand partition function, to calculate the number of such clusters as a function of density. Recent calculations for overlapping disks-disks which are al lowed to interpenetrate freely-carry the partition-func tion calculations through terms of fourth order in the density.24 For nonoverlapping disks, the calculation is more difficult, and we have not pursued it beyond the one-and two-disk terms given below in Eq. (7).
Following the partition-function notation introduced by Hill, 25 Y 10 =V,
For ordinary hard disks, the second virial coefficient B is 1. 8138V o ' For the simpler model of overlapping disks,z4 the 1. 5 in Eqs, (7) is replaced by 2. In either case, the cluster partition functions can be used z4 to pre dict the densities of one-and two-particle clusters. As density increases, the average cluster size grows. A transition-the "percolation" transition-is signaled by the divergence of the average cluster size. 26-Z6 The average cluster size diverges, according to our Monte Carlo results, at a density of Pc 0.245±O.02, relative to close packing, The estimate in Ref, 24, for disks which can interpenetrate, is as expected some what higher (0.32).
In the Monte Carlo calculations, we determined the average cluster size by finding j(i) for each particle in the system. j(i) is the number of particles making up the cluster in which particle i is found. The average of these j's is the average cluster size S (n. Figure 3 shows the variation of S with density. The data indicate a transition at a density of 0.245. At this density, the thermodynamic-limit probability for finding a particle in the largest cluster rises abruptly from zero.
At this density, a single macroscopic cluster spans the system and contains most of the particles. Thus, S is of order N rather than of order unity at, or above, the percolation-transition density. The percolation den sity found here agrees with a short extrapolation of the data of Pike and Seager. 29 Those authors used a method for generating configurations which is different from that used here for hard disks, but the difference is not an important one at the low densities they considered.
The increase of cluster size S with density is thought to vary as (about) the inverse 19/8 power of dp, 24.28,30 where dp is the density difference relative to the per colation density. Our results are consistent with this exponent. A crude model predicting 20/8 can be con structed by considering the equilibrium between clusters of j and j + 1 particles at a density near the transition density. For dimensional reasons, we expect that the number of clusters of size j varies as N(p/py.
Suppose also that the rates at which j-particle clus ters grow (to j + 1) and at which (j + i)-particle clusters decay (to j) are equal. This would be the expected con sequence of detailed balance between these two cluster types. If the growth and decay terms are proportional to surface area, tojl/2 and to U+l)1/2, respectively, then a balance in rates suggests that the number of clusters varies as r 1/2 and (j + lrl/2. The estimate (8) for N j then allows us to calculate the dependence of S on density by integrating lover the distribution (8). (Be cause eachj-particle cluster contains j particles, such a cluster contributes j2 to S. )
The integration over j gives the result 
Fisher
27 outlines a slightly different approximate, model which is closer to numerical estimates of the transition density dependence of S in three dimensions 24 but less close in two dimensions.
V. REMARKS
The data given here characterize quantitatively the available one-particle states in a hard-disk system. The free-volume distribution at each density is approx imately exponential, as is also the dependence of the average free volume on density. These two results should serve as useful guides in constructing and im proving cell theories of the fluid state,31 Neither of these Simple relations has so far been predicted theo retically,
APPENDIX
The free volumes are calculated by first locating, for each configuration to be analyzed, the "nodes" formed by the intersections of pairs of "exclusion disks" of ra dius a. Ordered (by angle) pairs of these nodes are then connected together to make" circuits" and the areas and perimeters of the circuits are expressed as polar-coordinate integrals. The periodiC boundary con ditions complicate the task but reduce the number de pendence sufficiently to make their use essential, The flow chart is a summary of the method used in our free volume calculations (Fig. 4) .
